9 out of 10 people with amputation worldwide do not have access to proper prosthetic care.

- World Health Organization

The Range of Motion Project (ROMP) is a nonprofit organization with the mission of providing high-quality prosthetic care for underserved people, improving their mobility and independence. Through ROMP’s Components for a Cause (C4C) program, ROMP accepts used and new donated prosthetic devices, components, supplies, and equipment.

1) **Condition “As Is”**. Donor is not making any representations, warranties, or guarantees about the donated items, including any implied warranties. ROMP is accepting the donated items “as is” and the donor will not provide any instructions or follow-up services, replacement parts, or repairs.

2) **Assumption of Risk**. ROMP understands there are certain risks that may arise from the use or misuse of donated items. ROMP assumes full responsibility for all potential risks, both known and unknown, of using donated items.

3) **Waiver and Release**. ROMP waives and releases all claims against Donor Parties, its officers, agents, and employees with respect to any and all risks resulting from use of the donated items.